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Abstract

Security protocols are a critical element of the infrastruc-
tures needed for secure communication and processing in-
formation. Before designing and analyzing protocols, it is
important to reduce avoidable work. In this article, we
presented the methods to prevent replay attacks [11] and
attacks of the type flaw attacks on the protocols. We stud-
ied two types of attacks already mentioned. We presented
some principles for secure protocols. To meet these prin-
ciples, we have presented some methods for the design of
security protocols. Some security vulnerabilities in secu-
rity protocols published could be found by the principles
presented and then we try to improve these protocols with
the methods presented. A number of examples in the lit-
erature show that the work done in the document is very
important.
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1 Introduction

Most security protocols are extremely simple if only their
length is considered. However, the properties they are
supposed to ensure are extremely subtle, and therefore it
is hard to get protocols correct just by informal reasoning
and ”eyeballing”.

Designing a secure protocol is a very difficult task. A
set of principles and methods have been proposed from
various aspects for different purposes [4]. Although these
principles are described informally and are neither suf-
ficient nor necessary for the reliability of the protocols,
many flaws security protocol can be avoided from the start
and the security protocols are designed more reliable if
the designers or manuals developers automatic tools are
familiar with them [1]. After our detailed analysis of these
principles, we have found some existing problems, namely,

some are too general to be practical; some are ambiguous
so that designers are hard to grasp; some speak only of
thought, not to study how to build protocols and avoid
mistakes. We put forward a set of principles and methods
against replay attacks and type flaw attacks by analyzing
the attack characteristics and the reasons for the attack.
A large number of examples show that the set of principles
and methods are simple, efficient and practical.

2 Related Work

Above the previous two decades, the design of trustwor-
thy and unfailing security protocols has been lectured by
several publications. Introduced firstly in [5], the two-way
authentication protocol based on symmetric key cryptog-
raphy was enhanced in [6] in order to avoid weaknesses
in the design of these types of protocols. This publica-
tion announced a methodology to automatically form a
family of cryptographic two-way authentication protocols
that are unaffected by the majority of attacks. In order
to protect protocol messages from being vulnerable to re-
play attacks, [8] and [9] presented the notion of fail-stop
protocols over a restricting group of protocol design con-
siderations that prevent from replay attacks under some
circumstances.

In 1996, [2] featured a group of elementary basics for re-
inforcing the security protocols design. They lectured two
main issues messages authentication and trust. They in-
corporate also asymmetric key encryption. Nevertheless,
these sets of principles do not guarantee protocol correct-
ness. [3] and [15] suggested recommendations to avoid re-
play attacks, by using type-tagging messages with unique
cryptographic functions and unique session keys without
supposing common trust between the participants.

[13] recognized desynchronization attacks in 2013 on
a group of protocols that employ dynamic shared secrets
mechanisms for wireless messages. The authors a formal
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system to model up-date mechanisms for shared secrets.
The effort on designing a novel trustworthy security

protocols is still active today, as is the identification and
solving design weaknesses in existing protocols [7, 10].

3 Principles and Methods

With the study of a large number of examples of replay
attack [12, 17] and type flaw attack examples [18], and to
investigate the cause of the attacks leads us to say that
to avoid both types of attacks, applicable to principals
session key must satisfy the following conditions:

• It can correctly judge that the principals of the ses-
sion key produced belongs to;

• It can correctly judge which protocol run received
messages belongs to;

• It can correctly judge whether a received message is
reassembled and is a whole message sent by other
party;

• It can correctly distinguish between messages struc-
tured by other party and by myself.

To make the application of guiding the session key to
achieve the objectives mentioned above, the server must
meet the following conditions:

• It knows which principals are applying for a session
key;

• It knows identities of protocol runs initiated by prin-
cipals applying for session keys;

• A message must be structured as a whole, in addition
to principals who know the decryption key, no entity
can separate it.

In addition, the type flaw attack result from the cause
that different principal might use same key to encrypt
similar or anti-symmetric similar massages. Many solu-
tions have studied how to build differentiable messages,
but often their methods, as long as adding a viable hy-
pothesis; they may not enter law attack. From another
point of view, we find that principals send clear on the
application server for a session key, which play the same
role with the encrypted message. Thus, in the protocols,
only the use of shared server key to encrypt a message,
which makes the distinction, encrypted messages. With
the method, attack type law would be avoided.

3.1 Principles

With above analysis, design principles of security pro-
tocols against replay attack or type flaw attack are as
follows.

Principle 1. Principals and server can distinguish be-
tween protocol runs, which is critical to make protocol
avoid a wide variety of attacks.

Principle 2. The distributing session key message must
be a whole, in addition to principals applying the session
key, no one can separate them [16].

Principle 3. Principal must know which principals the
obtained session key is distributed to and which protocols
run it belongs to.

Principle 4. Principal can identify that received en-
crypted message is not structured by himself.

Principle 5. If a protocol run is interrupted or inter-
cepted after some steps, it must be satisfied that the risk
is as less as possible.

3.2 Methods

In order to make generated messages in the protocol meet
the above principles, we design security protocol with the
following methods:

Method 1. Generate SID (Session Identifier) of proto-
col run copy. SID often consists of identifiers of princi-
pals applying for session key, nonce produced by principals
and so on. SID contains nonce or a time stamp. Different
principal has different nonce, and different runs copy has
different nonce. Every nonce is unique. Using the time
stamp requests that all participants have a global time sys-
tem, namely, their time must be consistent, but, because
time stamp has a valid period, near runs are difficult to
be distinguished.

Method 2. Message distributing session key should con-
tain SID.

Method 3. Message distributing session key is encrypted
with shared key between receiver and server as a whole,
and, generally, is structured as follows.

{SID, SeK, {SID, SeK}ShK1}ShK2

where SeK denotes session key, and ShK denotes a
shared-key.

Method 4. In protocol, message applying for session key
is plaintext as possible as. Considerable evidences show
that sending encrypted message applying for session key
plays the same role as sending plaintext message.

Method 5. The order sending of messages is presented
in the Figure 1.

The order of sending messages is adopted mainly be-
cause protocols run is initiated firstly by principal who
has secret information to send other party. If the princi-
pal believes that applying session key have been success-
ful, he will encrypt secret message with the gained session
key and then will send it. After, he thinks that the task
has been completed. If other party thinks that applying
session key have been successful, but the initiator doesn’t
know it, the initiator re-initiates protocol run after a pe-
riod of time, which wouldn’t bring out much damage.
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Figure 1: Order of sending messages

4 Analysis and Improvement of
the BAN-Yahalom Protocol

The process of using the above principles and methods to
analyze and improve some security protocols is presented
in the Figure 2.

By BAN logic analysis of Yahalom protocol, it is found
that if A selects an old key to replay to B, B could not find
it [14]. Therefore, BAN logic author improved Yahalom
protocol. The improved Yahalom protocol (called BAN-
Yahalom protocol) is as follows:

1) A −→ B : A,Na;

2) B −→ S : B,Nb, {A,Na}Kbs;

3) S → A : Nb, {B,Kab, Na}Kas, {A,Kab, Nb}Kbs;

4) A→ B : {A,Kab, Nb}Kbs, {Nb}Kab.

In this protocol, obviously, Principle 2, Principle 4 and
Principle 5 are not met.

4.1 Principle 2 Destruction

To Principle 2 destruction, the protocol can be attacked
as follows:

1) A −→ P (B) : A,Na;

1’) P (B)→ A : B,Na;

2’) A→ P (S) : A,N ′
a, {B,Na}Kas;

2”) P (A)→ S : A,Na, {B,Na}Kas;

3’) S → P (B) : Na, {A,Kab, Na}Kbs, {B,Kab, Na}Kas;

3) P (S)→ A : Np, {A,Kab, Na}Kbs, {B,Kab, Na}Kas;

4) A→ P (B) : {A,Kab, Nb}Kbs, {Np}Kab.

In the above description, P(A), P(B) and P(S) rep-
resent that attacker P personate identity of A, B and S
respectively. During the attack, the attacker P person-
ate B to intercept the message (1) A −→ P (B) : A,Na

Figure 2: Process of analyzing and improving

and change the label of entity’s name from A to B (1’)
P (B) → A : B,Na, by it A initiates a new run of dis-
tributing session key. The entity A thinks that B want
to apply a session key with him, selects the nonce N ′

a

and encrypts received message in (1’) to send them to
S. However, the attacker P intercept the message (2’)
A → P (S) : A,N ′

a, {B,Na}Kas In (2”), N ′
a will be re-

placed with Na by the attacker P, by which P personate
A to send message to S. When S receive the applying ses-
sion key message, he think that B initiate a protocol’s run
round of applying session key to A and then generates a
session key and encrypt it with the shared key Kbs to send
B. The attacker personate B to intercept it, changes the
inside plaintext Na as Np and personate S to send the ob-
tained message to A in (3). When A receives the message
(3), he can prove that protocol run applying session key
initiated by oneself has successfully completed and gets
the session key Kab. Finally, A encrypt the nonce Np

with Kab and send encrypted message and the message
that S send to B to B, but the messages are intercept by
the attacker P. As the result, A believe that protocol run
of applying session key with B is successful and obtained
session key is Kab. Nevertheless, in the whole process, B
does not participate in at all. To avoid the attack, we
modify the above message (3) by Method 3 as follows:

3) S → A : {B,Kab, Na, {A,Kab, Nb}Kbs}Kas.
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4.2 Principle 4 Destruction

Because Principle 4 is not satisfied, we can carry out the
following attacks in the above protocol:

1) P (A)→ B : A,Na;

2) B → P (S) : B,Nb, {A,Na}Kbs;

1’) P (A)→ B : A,N ′
a;

2’) B → P (S) : B,N ′
b, {A,N ′

a}Kbs;

4) P (A)→ B : {A,N ′
b}Kbs, {Nb}Kab.

In above expression, P(A) and P(S) stand for that at-
tacker P personate identity of A and S respectively. As-
sume that message N ′

a = Kab + Nb and message Kab are
any strings that attacker know. In the process, entity A
and entity S don’t participate in the run of protocol, but
the result is that attack P personate identity of A to share
the key Kab with B and that attack P know the key Kab,
which is very dangerous. To this defect, we use Method 4
to modify message 2 as follows:

2) B → S : A,B,Na, Nb.

4.3 Principle 5 Destruction

In this protocol, exchanging message sequence is not per-
fect and violates Principle 5. The attacker only need to
intercept the message in the fourth step to make A be-
lieve that the application is successful and make B believe
that the application is failed. In order to reduce harm that
this kind of simple attacks brought about, the exchanging
message order should be adjusted according to the design
Method 5. Therefore, to avoid attack of BAN-Yahalom
protocol, we modify the protocol by our principles and
methods as follows:

1) A→ B : A,Na;

2) B → S : A,B,Na, Nb;

3) S → B : {A,Kab, Nb{B,Kab, Na}Kas}Kbs;

4) B → A : {B,Kab, Na}Kas.

5 Analysis and Modification of
Abadi and Needhan Improved
Otway-Rees Protocol

The Otway-Rees protocol is a simple security protocol put
forward by 1987. On the help of server, both parties of
communication securely get the session key. The author
of BAN logic formally analyzed the Otway-Rees protocol
and the result is that the protocol is secure, but there
are redundant messages in it. Therefore, he modified the
Otway-Rees protocol. Later, Boyd and Mao found the im-
proved protocol to have security flaws. Since then, Adadi
and Needham noted this defect and improved it. The
improved protocol is as follows:

1) A→ B : A,B,Na;

2) B → S : A,B,Na, Nb;

3) S → B : {Na, A,B,Kab}Kas, {Nb, A,B,Kab}Kbs;

4) B → A : {Na, A,B,Kab}Kas.

The above protocol is correct and efficient by BNA
logic verification. but we can easily see that it doesn’t
meet Principle 2. There are a replay attack defect in the
protocol because the message that server sends to entity B
doesn’t meet the atomicity principle. The attack process
is as follows:

1) A→ B : A,B,Na;

2) B → S : A,B,Na, Nb;

3’) S → P (B) : {Na, A,B,Kab}Kas, {Nb, A,B,Kab}Kbs;

2”) P (B)→ S : A,B,Na, Nb;

3”) S → P (B) : {Na, A,B,K ′
ab}Kas, {Nb, A,B,K ′

ab}Kbs;

3) P (S)→ B : {Na, A,B,K ′
ab}Kas, {Nb, A,B,Kab}Kbs.

P(B) stands for that attacker P personate identity of
B. The attacker intercepts the message in Step 3) and per-
sonate B to initiate a new run of protocol. S think that A
and B apply for a new session key and distribute a session
key K ′

ab to B. The attacker intercepts it. At the time, the
attacker has two distributed session keys Kab and K ′

ab to
A and B and in Step 3) combine them to personate S to
send it to B. When B receive the combined messages, he
doesn’t know that the message has been reassembled, and
he believes that applying the session key is successful and
forwards message to A. When A receives the message, he
verify it to be his application session key. As the result,
both believe that this application is successful, but their
obtained the session keys are inconsistent. The attacker
reach his deliberate destruction goal. To such attack, the
protocol could be modified by above Method 3. The re-
vised protocol is as follows:

1) A→ B : A,B,Na;

2) B → S : A,B,Na, Nb;

3) S → B : {Na, A,B,Kab, {Na, A,B,Kab}Kas}Kbs;

4) B → A : {Na, A,B,Kab}Kas.

The revised protocol meet the above principles, which
can avoid various kinds of attacks. Here the exchanging
message sequence is of vital importance. We exchange
Steps 3) and 4) as follows.

3) S → A : {Na, A,B,Kab, {Nb, A,B,Kab}Kas}Kbs;

4) A→ B : {Nb, A,B,Kab}Kbs.
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There is no much effect on the attack, but their secu-
rity goal is not the same. When A receives message from
server, he verify that the session key is correct and then
forwards the corresponding message to B. However, he
was not sure whether B receives the message. Therefore,
he cannot decide that whether send his secret message
encrypt by the session key to B or initiate a new run of
protocol for applying session key. It can be easily seen
that exchanging messages sequence is very important and
that designing security protocol is difficult, in which sub-
tle difference will bring about different effect.

6 Conclusion

In this article, the theory of examples of the replay at-
tack and the type flaw attack are analyzed and a set of
principles and methods are put forward.

In addition, we illustrated their simplicity and effi-
ciency through analyzing and improving some classic pro-
tocols. The result shows that understanding the set of
principles and methods make us avoid errors of replay or
type-flaw attack in designing and analyzing security pro-
tocols. We hope that the work has a good guiding role in
protocol analysis and design.

Before using formal tool to analyzing security proto-
cols, defects of replay and type flaw attack can be found
and avoided as much as possible by informal ways.

In future work, we intend to put into practice the prin-
ciples and methods mentioned above to secure such a pro-
tocol.
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